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Motivation
• Entry decisions
– Success of a firm's business strategy is often tied to its sequential
decisions to enter multiple markets (e.g., banking or transport services)
• Two distinct entry strategies
– enter existing markets (‘facing competition’)
– identify and enter new markets (‘exploring new markets’)
• U.S. airline industry provides a suitable environment for an empirical
assessment of the determinants of entry
– Pronounced consolidation trend in the last decade
– Market entry and growth of JetBlue Airways
• Research questions
– Which factors have driven JetBlue's entry decisions?
– Of which nature are entry barriers in the airline industry?

Determinants of entry considerations
• NPV of expected post-entry profits > sunk costs of entry
– expectations on post-entry competition
– level of sunk costs
– market growth expectations
– network profitability
• Entry barriers
– Access to airport facilities (gates, slots, ...)
– FFP, flight frequency
– Network size and breadth
• Related empirical literature
– Structural models: Reiss and Spiller (1989); Berry (1992); Dunn (2008);
Ciliberto and Tamer (2009)
– Reduced form approach: Sinclair (1995); Lederman and Januszewski
(2003); Boguslaski et al. (2004)

Background: JetBlue Airways
• Successful new low cost carrier (remained profitable even after
9/11)
• First entry in 2000; quickly gaining reputation as ‚hybrid‘ LCC
• Follows a ‘low cost’ – ‘high quality’ strategy in several
dimensions (e.g., in-flight entertain., more legroom, leather seats)
• Now one of the 10 largest domestic carriers
• Established its first and major hub in JFK (and add focus cities)
• Introduces LCC services on long-haul routes above 1,500 miles
• Has recently started its international presence via codesharing
agreements with Aer Lingus and Lufthansa
• Considered as future alliance member

Entry patterns of JetBlue Airways

• Out of the 124 B6 route entries, 45 were new entries and 79 are
classified as entries into existing routes
• B6 long-haul passenger share 2009: 23% (WN: 8%)

JetBlue Airways – Entry JFK:ROC

Data
• Route and airport data
– DB1B Market Origin and Destination Data and T-100 Segments Data
(U.S. DOT): 1999/3 - 2009/4
– DB1B:
• Identify a sample of non-stop and connecting routes JetBlue possibly
might enter
• Construct route variables for new routes
– T-100:
• Identify (time and type) of JetBlue's entry events
• Construct route variables for existing routes
• Construct various airport characteristics
• Demographics
– U.S. Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics
– Restrict the sample to routes which connect the 200 largest MSAs

Hypotheses
• Route characteristics
– Distance (+), Density (+)
– Route HHI (+), LCC competition (-)
– Chapter 11 route (+)
• Airport characteristics
– Secondary airport (+), # of B6 routes (+)
– slot constraints (-), dominated airports (-), PFC (-)
• Demographic characteristics
– Population (+)
– Income (+)
– Unemployment (-)

Empirical approach
• Analysis of network construction involves studying not only which
routes the airline decides to serve with non-stop flights, but also at
what point in time the entries take place
• Investigating the timing of entry - from the very beginning of the
market presence of the entrant - distinguishes our approach from
previous studies on the determinants of market entry by LCCs
• A convenient set of models which make it possible to account for the
sequence of entry are duration models commonly used in survival
analysis, but also suitable for entry analysis
• These models explain the hazard rate (t).
– In our case, the hazard rate allows us to approximate the
probability of starting to serve a route directly within a short
interval of time, conditional on not having entered that route up to
the starting time of the interval

Empirical approach (cont.)
• Technically, we estimate a Cox proportional hazard model with timevarying covariates
– The underlying baseline hazard varies according to the time which has
passed by
– The dependent variable is the overall hazard rate (conditional entry rate,
entry risk) which is the baseline-hazard shifted by the covariates
• Interpretation
– A positive coefficient ( k) means that the hazard rate (~probability of
entry) increases by exp( k)-1 and vice versa
• We restrict the sample to routes between Top 200 Metropolitan
Statistical Areas
1. Identify all routes which are served at least at via two-stops (non-stop
entry all markets)
2. Identify all routes which are only served via one- or two-stop (nonstop entry into new markets)
3. Identify all routes which have been served non-stop by at least one
other carrier in the quarter before entry (non-stop entry into existing
markets)

Main results
• Four factors appear in all three regressions as robust predictors of
JetBlue‘s entry decisions
– JetBlue was more likely to enter more concentrated airport-pairs
• The hazard rate of entry increases by about 20 percent if the
route's HHI increases by 10 percentage points
– Jet Blue shied away from concentrated airports
• The magnitudes of the coefficients show that airport
concentration appears as a strong entry deterrent
– JetBlue is apparently more likely to enter a route, if the carrier is
already present at both endpoint airports
• If JetBlue serves one more non-stop route from each of the
endpoint airports, the hazard of entry increases by 24 percent
– The effect of population on the likelihood of entry is also robust
and significant in all specifications

Main results (cont.)
• Results for the remaining variables diverge between samples
– Distance exhibits a significant effect in the entire sample, and for
entries into existing markets
• Consistent with what is believed about JetBlue's strategy, the carrier
is more likely to enter longer-haul routes already served by its
competitors
– Number of passengers served on the market predicts entry into new
routes, but not into existing markets
• This result simply implies that JetBlue successfully identified
markets with many connecting passengers but no non-stop services
– Presence of other low cost carrier(s) serves as an important
deterrent for entry into new markets
– JetBlue also tried to avoid routes, served by the airlines under Chapter
11 bankruptcy protection

Main results (cont.)
• Support for the commonly accepted wisdom that low cost carriers
tend to choose secondary airports appears mixed
– It is true that JetBlue is more likely to choose secondary gateways
when entering new markets; however, the corresponding
coefficient is not significant for regression analyzing the carrier's
entry into existing routes

Conclusion
• JetBlue's success might be driven by its entry decisions for which
clear patterns can be identified
• It has early entered longer-haul thicker and more concentrated
markets
• Considerations concerning network development have clearly
driven subsequent entries
• Indicators that JetBlue avoided direct confrontation
• Entry barriers: Entry deterrence effect of airport dominance is
not limited to hubs or large airports
• Main message: Successful entry in the U.S. airline industry is
difficult but still possible
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